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The 1949 letter by the physicist and Nobel laureate discusses bees, birds and whether new physics principles could come from studying animal senses.
Previously unknown letter reveals Einstein's thinking on bees, birds and physics
Hundreds of nonsensical computer-generated articles, spotted years after the problem was first seen, could lead to a wave of retractions.
Gibberish papers still lurk in the scientific literature
Nabiha Saklayen , co-founder of Cellino Biotech, on the importance of multidisciplinarity for tackling real-world problems ...
Combining physics and biology: lasers and machine learning for personalized medicine
Advanced materials with more novel properties are almost always developed by adding more elements to the list of ingredients. But quantum research suggests some simpler materials might already have ...
Hidden Quantum Fluctuations Discovered: Solving 40-Year Puzzle Behind Iron-Iodide’s Mysterious Magnetism
This Perspective discusses how high-energy-density physics could tap the potential of AI-inspired algorithms for extracting relevant information and how data-driven automatic control routines may be ...
The data-driven future of high-energy-density physics
A team of physics researchers at The University of Texas at Arlington has published a study detailing the experimental discovery of previously unexplored low-energy electron emission processes which ...
Physics researchers publish study detailing discovery of new electron emission process
In the paper, Learning models of quantum systems from experiments, published in Nature Physics, quantum mechanics ... the algorithm becomes more exciting: first it can help to verify the ...
Machine learning algorithm helps unravel the physics underlying quantum systems
Prof Stephen Hawking's scientific papers and personal possessions are to be saved for the nation. The objects include childhood letters, scripts from his TV appearances and Prof Hawking's ...
Stephen Hawking's papers to be saved for the nation
The title of this post coincides with the one of a scientific report which was submitted for publication in Reviews in Physics last Sunday; and it is also the meaning of the acronym "AMVA4NewPhysics", ...
Advanced Multi-Variate Analysis Methods For New Physics Searches At The LHC
Researchers at Duke University in the US have now taken a step towards remedying this by creating the first fully recyclable transistors made from carbon-based “inks” that can be printed on paper or ...
Carbon-based inks make first fully recyclable transistors
Results of Dark Energy Survey show universe may actually be smoother and more spread out than previously thought ...
Largest ever dark matter map suggests Einstein theory may have been wrong
Since the dawn of the electronic age, it has never been easier for researchers to engage with the general public—gaining access to precious resources otherwise unavailable.
Long-lost letter from Einstein discusses link between physics and biology—70 years before evidence emerges
Chosen for Interest in Experimental and Theoretical Physics Research. Gabrielle Olinger, a physics junior, was awarded a 2021 Barry Goldwater Scholarship due to ...
Physics Junior Selected as 2021 Barry Goldwater Scholar
Letters dating from 1944 to 2008, a first draft of his book A Brief History Of Time and film and TV scripts, will go on display.
Stephen Hawking’s office, landmark papers and his scripts for The Simpsons to go on display
London's Science Museum and the Cambridge University library said Wednesday they have acquired a large collection of items belonging to late physicist Stephen Hawking, from his personalized ...
Stephen Hawking's archive, office acquired for UK public
AP testing at Lyons Township High School this month is a mix of paper and pencil tests and electronic versions, given in person and remotely.
AP tests in area high schools are a mix of paper and digital tests in school and at home
One concept The Big Bang Theory brought to those without a doctorate in physics is the Unified Theory. In a new e-book available at machinedesign.com, Siemens discusses a way to unify all the aspects ...
Design Insights: An Attractive Solution; All Your Physics in One Place; Enter the Idea! Awards
Do we have free choice or are our decisions predetermined? Is physical reality local, or does what we do here and now have an immediate influence on events elsewhere? The answers to these questions ...
We know the cost of free choice and locality - in physics and not only
In addition to his impressive undergraduate research, Molina is also a McNair Scholar who has dedicated much of his time to supporting fellow first-generation students as a tutor of mathematics and ...
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